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EAST ASIAN RESEARCH
AT THE LATTER-DAY SAINTS GENEALOGICAL LIBRARY

Frederick Brady

Genealogical Library

The East Asian collection at the Genealogical Library, Salt Lake City, Utah, is small
compared to the rest of the Library's holdings, but significant when compared to
other repositories of similar nature. For instance, the Library's growing collection
of Chinese clan genealogies and local histories is probably the world's largest
outside of China. In Japan, we have been negotiating with a local university in the
hope of beginning a cooperative project to film religious surveillance and Buddhist
mortuary records in that country.
Another project of special importance to
o erseas Japanese is the recently approved filming of a large collection of Japanese
el11igration records. The Library's impressive Korean clan genealogy collection has
recently been audited in order to target whatever genealogies have not yet been
acquired; work to acquire them is underway. Many other types of records have also
been collected, the only criterion being that they be useful in genealogical research.
The value of such records in many other areas of scholarly inquiry is obvious, but
first one must get access to them. Unfortunately, this is not always easy. Because
of the Libr.ary's special status as an arm of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints (LDS), its policies and procedures often vary from what is considered
standard practice in a university library. The Asian section deviates still further
from many of the Genealogical Library's own standards. This paper will give a
brief summary of the Genealogical Library's major East Asian holdings, then explain
in detail the workings of the Library and its system of branches.
The Chinese Collection
The actual size of the Chinese collection is rather difficult to determine. The
number of records considered accessible is a matter of question because Chinese
cataloging and card production presently have a five-year backlog. Titles caught in
the backlog are technically unavailable, but access can be given (with difficulty) in
special instances.
till, some fair estimates of collection size can be made, based
upon 1980 statistical reports, camera operator reports, and counts made since 1980
of specific record types.
The Genealogical Society of Utah (hereafter, the Society) has been avidly collecting
clan genealogies (1ll.Qll) and local histories (t:u.uhi) from major collections and
private individuals since 1971. By 1979, cataloged genealogies numbered around
2,600. As of this writing, the count is several thousand more, with perhaps some
8,000 to 10,000 in the backlog not yet accessible. Completeness, quality, format,
etc., vary among genealogies from public and private collections, with mater' als from
public sources tending to be more extensive and complete.
Local histories numbered over 5,000 as of 1985. The great majority of these are
from twelve provinces: Guangdong, Hebei, Henan, Hunan, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Shaanxi,
Shandong, Shanxi, Sichuan, Yunnan, and Zhejiang. The Society is working to fill
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The Library has more or less complete collections of the genealogies <ka.Ul) of the
imperial family, as well as of many other great clans, down to the Meiji
Restoration. We are now trying to round out this part of the collection, though
genealogies are not as comprehensive or widespread in Japan as they are in China
or Korea. There are also large collections of cadastral survey records (kenchichO)
for a few widely scattered locales.
The Korean Collection
The Library held 3,668 Korean clan genealogies ~, representing 131 surnames,
as of 1980. In 1985, a team headed by Mark A. Peterson of Brigham Young
University audited the collection to determine which known lineages are not
represented by genealogies in our collection. Genealogies of these unrepresented
lineages will be targeted for acquisition. The team also found that we have even
acquired genealogies for some previously unknown lineages. Filming in Korea was
suspended in 1981 because a faulty audit showed a high duplication rate, but
Peterson's team found that the rate was actually less than 10%, so filming of
~ resumed in 1986.
Peterson also believes that copies of practically all
genealogies in North Korea were taken to the South by refugees.
Also as of 1980, the Library held 326 local histories (ai.ID, 2,S33 titles of
individuals' collected works (1DJlJI.ii.I2), 1,9S1 household registers <Jlll.Wk), and other
materials such as examination rosters, Yi dynasty records, etc. Further acquisitions
of these types of records may occur during the ~ filming project if
negotiations are successful. It should be noted that in the filming of the IIlJIJl.iiJ2,
often only the biographical/genealogical portions were filmed, and not an author'l\
entire works.
The Gepealogical Society of Utah
The Genealogical Society of Utah was organized in 1894. It was absorbed by the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to become the Church's Genealogical
Department in 1973, though it is still legally registered to do business as the
Genealogical Society. The Society's mission is to collect and preserve records which
uniquely identify deceased individuals by time, place, and family relationship in
order to satisfy a major tenet of Church doctrine. The Library, one of several
divisions in the Genealogical Department, is in charge of its own book and
periodical acquistions, but it and its branches serve mainly as public outlets for
microfilmed information collected by the Society's acquisitions division.
The Library and the Granite Mountain vault
Microform masters acquired by the Genealogical Society are stored at the Granite
Mountain Record Vault in Little Cottonwood Canyon, twenty miles south of Salt
Lake City. The Vault is one of the world's finest storage facilities, naturally
maintaining ideal humidity and temperature for film storage and being impervious to
almost any conceivable disaster. Visitors, too, are severely restricted to keep dust
and microbes down to a manageable level.
The Vault briefly loans film masters to the Library for cataloging, but never to
patrons. Positive copies of heavily used films are kept in the Library or in nearby
storage for patron use. All copies are supplied to main Library patrons at no cost.
Asian films are by definition -little used;- therefore patrons must expect a two- to
five-day wait when requesting a copy of an Asian film master. Once a copy is
3

made, thoulh, it will usually be retained by the Library, and later patrons can have
immediate access to it. Patrons can plan ahead and order films to be sent to the
main Library in advance of their visit. Those who can stay for extended periods
are best served, whether a film copy is immediately available or not.
Tbe '(Ipcb Gcpellolical Library (BGL) System

The Library maintains over 700 branches throughout the world, wherever thore are
enoulh LDS Church members to warrant them. The Library resists the idea of
joininl online library networks because of the private nature of many materials in
the collection, preferrinl to use the Branch Genealolical Library system for wide
dissemination of non-restricted materials. A BOL is nearly always housed in a room
at an LDS chapel, and the Library publishes quarterly address lists for free
distribution. Branches are of three types, ranging from a table with one film
reader to a fully equipped facility. The staff are unpaid volunteers.
Films borrowed throulh the BOL system can be used only at the branch for a
limited time period, and a shippinl and handling fee of $2.S0 per reel is charled.
(This fee varies according to country.) In most cases, orderinl a reel is simply a
matter of locatinl the desired record in one of the four computer-output microfiche
catalols supplied by the Library to all brancbes. The patron lives the film number
to the branch librarian, who sends it to Salt Lake City. Waiting periods vary; the
librarian knows how long it will take to fill a request.
The Gcpealoaical Library Cataloa(GLC)

Before 1979, the Library used a dictionary card catalog, interfiling authors, titles
and subjects. It has nearly disappeared as all catalog records, except for those in
non-roman scripts, are input online. The online conversion project will be complete
by the end of 1986.
The entire card catalog was microfilmed for distribution to branches in 1976.
Thoulh these films (known as the MCC: Microfilm ·Card Catalol) are badly outdated,
the BOL office continues to supply the MCC film list to branches. The bulk of the
MCC--all but the non-roman catalol records--has been entirely superseded by the
computer-output microfiche catalog. The East Asian portions have been replaced by
new filmings, to be described later.
The microfiche catalog (officially called the OLC: Genealogical Library Catalog) is
produced by the Library's online catalolinl system and is distributed annually or
semi-annually to the branches. The fiche are color-coded: yellow (indirect locality
catalol), pink (surname catalol), blue (Library of Congress subject headings [LCSH]
catalol) and Ireen (author/title catalol). Some East Asian records were input when
the automated system came up in 1979, but Asian input soon ceased because it was
felt at the time that romanized headinls did not provide enoulh information for
access.
The most exciting development in automated access to the Library's holdinls is the
compression of the entire catalol and all of the software controlling it onto a
sinlle S.2S· laser disc. The catalog which used to fill up dozens of hUle cabinets
now takes up only half of one disc. The disc can be copied and shipped to branch
libraries at a fraction of the cost of the fiche catalol. This phase of access to the
catalol is still only in its developmental stages, but a prototype is available for
patron experimentation in the main Library. It operates on an IBM PC/AT, but
4

later will be usable on other computers as well. We may assume that the OLC on
disc will eventually supersede the OLC on microfiche.
The Asian Card Catalol at the Main Library
The Asian card catalog is in two fourplex cabinets on the International floor (Bl)
of the new Genealogical Library. One entire side is occupied by the Chinese
catalog.
The other side houses the Japanese, Korean, and Asia/International
catalogs. Like the OLC, the drawers are color-coded: yellow (for locality), pink
(surname), blue (Library of Congress subject headings), and green (author/title).
Each colored section is further subdivided into two parts which reflect the history
of Asian cataloging at the Genealogical Library: one part is entirely in vernacular;
the other holds cards with entries in English/romanization.
For some years, Asian cards were typed entirely in English, and titles were even
translated. Then the change was made to vernacular records, with characters
handwritten, but entries remained in English/romanization. This policy continued
~ven after vernacular typewriters were obtained. In 1979 the decision was made to
-:atalog entirely in the vernacular. This worked very well for Japan and Korea,
whose cards could be filed phonetically, but the Chinese cards had to be filed in
stroke-count order according to the cumbersome method devised by the National
Central Library in Taiwan. Filing and searching became too difficult and timeconsuming, so in 1985 the Chinese catalog reverted to cards with content in Chinese
and headings in English/romanization, filed alphabetically. It is important to know
that informatiOn in the vernacular parts of the catalog is DOt dyplicated" in the
Epglish/rQmapjzed parts. We hope someday to recatalog all records which are not
up to present standards, and to unify the parts of each catalog.
The subject catalogs bear a little explaining because they are unique to the
Genealogical Library. As noted above, authors and titles are interfiled in their own
section, but subject headings are divided into locality, surname, and LCSH sections.
Because locality is vital to identifying an individual (place of birth, etc.), the best
means of access to most of the Library's records is through searching the locality
indirectly. For example, to find a t:uuhi Cor Chieh-hsien in Shansi Province in
the English/romanized cata!og, look under "Shansi, Chieh Hsien--Gazetteers." (All
romanized Chinese headings are in Wade-Giles romanization. Japan and Korea use
The book collection includes many atlases,
Hepburn and McCune-Reischauer.)
gazetteers, and geographical dictionaries to help the patron Cind the present name
and jurisdiction of any place in China, Japan, or Korea. The Library has also
devised a list of topical subdivisions--Iargely borrowed Crom the LC "Cree-floater"
Iist--to tack onto the ends of the locality headings. A list of Chinese, Japanese
and Korean translations of the locality subdivisions used in the vernacular catalogs
is available from Asian Cataloging.
Though surnames are technically LC subject headings, they have their own section
in each catalog. Surname searching is simple, especially because catalogers have
appended the ancestral locality to the surname heading wherever possilbe: e.g.,
"Mori (of Yamaguchi)." Names of individuals who are subjects of biographies are
filed in the LCSH catalog.
Access to the Asian Card Catalog at a BGL
Asian cataloging is still limited to handwritten worksheets and hand-typed mats,
which are photocopied onto cardstock and Ciled manually. ThereCore, while the
Asian card catalog in the main Library is still the most complete list of holdings,
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the five-year catalolinl and card
The Alian catalolors are studyinl
to reduce the backlol and supply
Library and the branches. but
Genealolical Society.

production backlol severoly limits its ulefulness.
various means of automation or semi-automation
better access to the collection in both the main
such a project is very low priority for the

Because the orilinal filminB of the MCC had become useless, the locality and
surname parts of the Chinese cataloB were refilmed in 1985. New filminls of the
correspondinl parts of the Japanese and Korean cataloBs will be available by the
end of 1916. Lists of the new filmin.. are available from Asian Cataloling. But it
is
well known fact that patrons dislike using the card catalog on reels of film.
One problem-in addition to the dizziness caused b-y seeing hundreds of images spin
by on a film reader-is that, if cards were misfiled in the first place, they will be
harder to locate on the film. Another problem is the fact that, during filming, at
least one handful of cards always gets dropped, and is sometimes put back without
the catalolers beinl informed. Still, for all its disadvantages, only the new Asian
MCC lives branch patrons full bibliolraphic information. including Chinese
characters, on the Ireater part of the Asian collection.
Because films of the catalol are expensive to make, copy and distribute, and
because the Asian catalol falls into the -little used- catelory, the Asian MCC is
ordin,rily supplied only to branches in Asia, or to branches near large communites
of overseas Asians. Anyone who wishes to peruse the Asian MCC at a non-Asian
branch may be told that he must pay the relular per-reel fee himself to let it, and
that after he uses it, it will be sent back to the main office in Salt Lake City.
Many Library employees feel that access to the entire catalog should be free to all,
so manalers in Cat.lolinl and the BGL office are tryinl to work out some means
of providinl the Asian MCC to non-Asian branches without chargina the patron or
burdeninl the branch itself with the cost. Whatever the solution, because updated
filmin.. of the card cataloa are rare, the MCC will never reflect the entire holdings
of the Asian collection, even if the backlog should disappear.
Books cannot be lent throulh the BGL syste~ but all materials of clear
aonealolical value not yet on microfilm will be filmed (whenever leaally permissible)
in the near future. In fact, many of the Library's more fragile Asian books have
already been filmed for preservation, and those fUms can be borrowed through the
system. (The need to complete this preservation filminl project was strikingly
underlined in the fall of 1915, shortly after the Library's move to its new building,
wilen a faulty sprinkler soaked 3,060 volumes of the Asian book collection, including
the entire Korean collection. All but two minor volumes were rescued.) Also, in
accordaDce with a new policy, online input of romanized versions of catalog records
for all Asian books and films will resume, not so much to provide access as to
improve control over the collection, realizing that there is no access without
control first. Thus, a measure of access to '"the Asian book and film collections will
be provided to BGL patrons through both the Asian ~CC and the GLC.
Additiopal Ipformation

Anyone with a question about East Asian research at the Genealogical Library is
welcome to contact the author directly. In spite of our technical problems, we do
try to be -patron friendly.- Below are the addresses of the main Library and
branch libraries established so far in Asia. Complete lists of all branches can be
obtained by writing to the main Library.
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Fred Brady, Senior Asian Cataloger
Genealogical Library
35 North West Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 841 SO
Phone: (801) 531-3796

Mel Th"tcher, Regional
Acquisitions
Genealogical Department
50 East North Temple, 5T
Salt Lak-e City, Utah 84150
Phone: (801) S31-4971

Tokyo Branch Genealogical Library
c/o Matasaburo Tsumura
Minamiazabu 5-10-30
Minato-ku, Tokyo, 106, Japan

Taipei Branch Genealogical Library
Lane 183 -5, Chin Hua St.
Taipei 106, Taiwan, ROC
Phone: (02) 393-9391

Mgr,

Asian
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Earlier reports on collection size include: ·Current Status of East Asian
Collections in American Libraries,· CEAL newsletter SO (July 1976): 45-S7; Basil
P. Yans, Ted A. Telford, and Kenji Suzuki, ·East Asian Family Sources: the
Genealogical Society of Utah Collection,· World COnference On Records'
Preserving Our Beritale August 12-lS 1980. 11:814, ·Current Status of East
Asian Collections in American Libraries, 1979/80,· CEAL bulletin 70/71
(February/June 1983): 68-81; Ted A. Telford, Melvin P. Thatcher, and Basil P.
N. Yang, comps., Chinese Genealogies at the Genealogical Society of Utah' An
Annotated Bibliography (Taipei: Ch'eng Wen Publishing, 1983); Melvin P.
Thatcher, ·Local Historical Sources for China at the Genealogical Society of
Utah,· Chinese studies 3:2 (December 1985): 419-459. Mel Thatcher also read
this paper during its preparation and updated the information on recent filming
projects. For this and for other helpful suggestions, the author is grateful.
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Reviewed in CEAL bulletin 74 (June 1984): 72-73.
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